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SOLUTION BRIEF

The drive towards the Digital Enterprise requires new thinking for the data center 
network. Traditional hardware-centric approaches don’t scale effectively, and are no 
longer sufficient to meet today’s evolving demands. Consequently, the IT organization is 
under extreme pressure to increase network capacity, improve performance and   
resiliency and enable greater agility — while reducing operational complexity and 
lowering CapEx and OpEx. While Software-Defined Networks (SDN) are a frequently 
considered option, implementing SDN has traditionally meant replacing the entire 
network, dealing with complicated controllers, and having limited ability to support 
geographically distributed environments. In addition, Enterprise organizations are looking 
for more effective ways to scale-out the network to enable dynamic capacity increases 
that support business growth and resource demand by leveraging more cost-effective 
fixed form factor switching infrastructure technology.

Next Generation Scalable Software-Defined Data Center 
The Pluribus-Dell Open Data Center Interconnect solution enables organizations to 
simplify their data center network with an adaptive and truly unified fabric that enables 
operational agility and seamless Layer 2 (L2) interconnectivity — extending from a single 
location to a large number of geographically distributed data centers. The solution allows 
the extension of L2 services across multiple data centers connected via any existing WAN 
or core network. Moreover, it is possible to instantiate Layer 1 (L1) transparent services 
allowing customers to tunnel any protocol between any two sites as part of the fabric. 

The Pluribus-Dell Open Data Center Interconnect solution leverages Dell Open Networking 
hardware to provide an adaptive, secure and resilient distributed peer-to-peer data 
center fabric. This eliminates the inherent limitations and operational complexity of a 
hierarchical controller-based architecture. The result  is a unified and adaptive cloud 
fabric with a single-point-of-control that allows for operational simplicity, no geographical 
boundaries and consistent operations across all interconnected data center locations to 
meet the business requirements without a disruptive, expensive implementation. 

Figure 1: The Pluribus-Dell Data Center Interconnect solution creates a distributed peer-to-peer 
fabric cluster that spans across many data centers over any WAN.

Highlights
Distributed Network Fabric 

Software-Defined Data Center 
architecture leverages Dell 
Open Networking switches 
reducing the cost of building, 
scaling and expanding the 
network

Interconnect Data Centers  
Simplify the provisioning, 
management and control of 
multi-site deployments without  
cumbersome SDN controllers

Simplify Management  
Automation, programmability  
and APIs provides a single point- 
of-control to increase agility  
and simplify the management,  
provisioning and operation of  
the network

Improved Resource Efficiency 

Elastic sharing of workloads and 
compute resources across sites 
improves workload mobility, 
resiliency and performance 
predictability

End-to-End Cross-Site Visibility 
Embedded Telemetry eliminates 
the need for network monitoring 
probes and reduces multi- 
vendor complexity

Investment Protection   
Insert into any existing network,  
preserving existing network 
hardware investments while 
minimizing operational  
disruption lowering both  
CapEx and OpEx



When deployed across geographically distributed locations, the Pluribus fabric brings simplified network operations, better sharing of 
resources, improved workload mobility, improved resiliency, and significant improvements in disaster recovery capabilities.

Reduced Operational Complexity and Scale-Out Performance and Capacity  
The Pluribus-Dell Open Data Center Interconnect solution leverages deployment-proven Dell Open Networking switches to deliver multi- 
terabit, high-density capacity to support the most demanding data center requirements. Capacity is elastic, so additional switches can 
be added seamlessly to bring additional ports or bandwidth — enabling scale-out designs to support millions of end points. (See Figure 
2.) The Pluribus-Dell Open Data Center Interconnect solution reduces operational complexity by enabling a single point-of-control, 
without the need for SDN controllers. This dramatically simplifies network topologies, eliminates unnecessary network traffic loads 
generated by controller communications and overcomes the traditional geographic limitations inherent in controller-based architectures.

Automated and Easy to Manage   
The Pluribus fabric is simple to deploy. Automation simplifies management and allows dynamic fabric-wide provisioning and  
configuration of network resources and security policies to quickly support new applications, resources and workloads. The single 
point-of-control allows configuration of all devices deployed across the fabric, regardless of their location, eliminating the  
complexity and time-consuming burden of box-by-box management. Dynamic roll-back allows the network operator to quickly  
restore a previous configuration across the entire fabric in the event of configuration errors to minimize disruptions. Extensible  
APIs enable seamless integration with popular automation tools such as Ansible or programming languages such as Python.

High-Availability and Resiliency   
The Pluribus-Dell Open Data Center Interconnect solution delivers exceptional resiliency with active/standby or active/active 
capabilities to help minimize outages and service degradations. In addition to traditional standards-based redundancy strategies  
and protocols, the distributed peer-to-peer fabric architecture enables multi-path optimal distribution to assure that traffic will  
continue to flow in the event of link failures, and the controller-less design means that re-convergence times are dramatically 
reduced, enabling sub-second fail-over in the event of equipment failures. Consequently, business continuity is maintained with 
service-level resiliency to assure operations during times of failure or resource exhaustion.

Dynamic Network Security  
The dynamic nature of the fabric allows the efficient deployment of traffic segmentation for north-south and east-west traffic to 
meet virtually any security requirement. Since the global fabric operates as one entity, segmentation can cross global boundaries to 
further secure network traffic. Integration into the VMware® vCenter platform increases flexibility and simplifies manageability. 
Flexible multi-tenant services enable the virtualization and segmentation of the network to support any number of strict tenants 
that can span across multiple data centers.

Figure 2: Pluribus-powered Dell Open Networking switches inserted into 
an existing data center network to adds scalable Data Center Interconnect 
capabilities while preserving existing investments and protocols.

Supports Existing Networks and Protocols
The Pluribus Netvisor® virtualized OS software leverages 
standard Layer 2 and Layer 3 (L3) networking protocols, so 
there are no book-ended topologies or new protocols to 
implement, greatly enhancing operational flexibility.   
Consequently, existing network topologies can be preserved, 
eliminating operational disruptions and new IT staff learning 
cycles. As a result, the Pluribus-Dell Open Data Center 
Interconnect solution can be inserted into any existing 
network as an underlay, or as a replacement to only the leaf 
or spine layer while maintaining full interoperability and 
preserving existing investments. 

The Pluribus-Dell Open Data Center Interconnect solution  
can be deployed over any existing core network and L2 or  
L3 WAN transport already in place — including dark fiber, 
MPLS, SD-WAN — preserving existing investments and  
minimizing operational disruptions. (See Figure 1.)
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Integrated Network Monitoring 
Embedded telemetry enables visibility of all network and application traffic flowing across every port of Pluribus-powered 
switches — eliminating the need for additional network monitoring probes. The telemetry delivers rich metadata for all network 
connections providing real-time and historical insight into the performance characteristics of application conversations traversing the 
network. Performance metrics can be viewed through command line queries, or can be fed into the Pluribus Insight Analytics™ 
platform to provide comprehensive and fully integrated, application-aware Network Performance Management (NPM) and operational 
intelligence to improve real-time and historical visibility to assure service availability, performance and quality. 

Use Cases

Built on High-Performance Dell Open Networking Switches  
The Pluribus-Dell Open Data Center Interconnect solution is built on top of the deployment-proven Dell Open Networking switching 
portfolio. Delivering line-rate L2 and L3 forwarding capacity for non-blocking, pay-as-you-grow leaf-spine switching architecture, 
the Dell Open Networking switches deliver proven, high-performance, cost-effective and highly scalable network solutions for 
today’s most demanding workloads. These high-density, one rack unit (1RU) switches are purpose-built for virtualized and 
software-defined data centers of all sizes, and all support the Open Network Install Environment (ONIE) for easy, zero-touch 
operating system installation. Dell Networking solutions are backed by design, deployment and management services to ensure 
customers get the most robust support all the way through their purchase and beyond to guarantee their success.

Eliminate the boundaries between distributed data centers by enabling the seamless sharing 
of resources and the movement of applications and data between different and distant 
centers. Improve efficiency, relieve capacity constraints, or facilitate expansion with 
workload movement across the fabric enabling access to critical resources in any location at 
any time as everything becomes recognized as a local resource. 

Workload 
Mobility

Elastically share workload resources and instantiate virtual machines across multiple sites 
over the distributed fabric for active-active or active-standby configurations. The Pluribus 
fabric endpoint tracking capabilities assures robust application performance by keeping 
application instances in the same logical cluster with IP addresses retained and auto- 
detection of mobility events.

Application 
Optimization

Enable physically remote data centers to support disaster recovery strategies with the 
ability to dynamically enable all resources to logically co-exist and appear as local  
infrastructure. Remove the physical delineation between data centers to improve  
replication. Configurations can be dynamically aligned to active-active or active-standby 
strategies as required.

Disaster 
Recovery

Implement the fabric by rack, pod, location or multi-location to support new or existing 
instances of hyper-converged or vSAN deployments such as VxRail™ or Nutanix   solutions. 
Optimize and accelerate the deployment of a stretched cluster for high availability while 
simplifying the architecture, improving operational consistency and reducing deployment 
and operational costs while providing workload-specific visibility.

Scale-out 
Hyper-Converged 
and vSAN 
deployments
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